Day 1 - Arrive Beijing (No meals)
You will meet our representative at Beijing Capital International Airport and transfer to the Beijing International Hotel/Similar.

Day 2 - Beijing (B/L/-)
After breakfast this morning, you will be taken to Tiananmen Square. You will be amazed at the size of the square. The Tiananmen Gate to the Forbidden City was built in 1415 during the Ming Dynasty. It is the largest and best preserved cluster of ancient building in China, and home to two dynasties of emperors – the Ming and the Qing.
After lunch, continue on to the Summer Palace. One of the finest sights in Beijing, the palace includes an immense park that was used as a royal garden and has been considerably enlarged and embellished through the centuries. The original Palace was used as a summer residence and divided into four sections: court, reception, residences/temples, strolling or sightseeing. Three quarters of the park is occupied by a lake on which the famous marble paddle steamer of the Empress Dowager Cixi stands.
You will be transferred back to the Beijing International Hotel/Similar.
Optional: Kung Fu Show with Peking duck dinner, RMB 360 per person.

Day 3 - Beijing (B/L/-)
After breakfast this morning, you will be taken to Badaling section of the Great Wall (2 hours visit at least), which is one of the best preserved parts of the wall. The function of Badaling was to protect the JuYongGuan Pass. Along with the gorge, there are several interesting and historic sites. Badaling is a rare ancient military defence project. The elevation is about 1,000 metres. The wall of Badaling has a total length of 3,741 metres with an average height of 8 metres. The top of the wall can permit five horses to be ridden abreast. There are arched doors at the inner side of the wall with very little distance between each two doors. The arched doors lead you to the top of the wall by stone stairs. You will be able to take a cable car ride to the top of the wall.
You will be taken to the Jade stone workshop visit en route and have lunch there. Along the way back to the hotel, you will have a photo -stop at the Bird Nest & Water Cube (Olympic Stadium and the futuristic Aquatic Centre).
Enjoy your free night.
Day 4 - Beijing (B/L/-)
After breakfast this morning, you will be taken to the Temple of Heaven - a place where the earthly ruler talks to the heavenly emperor. The temple covers an area 5 times the size of Forbidden City. Experience the Echo Wall, watch local people doing all kinds of morning exercise, including Chinese Tai Chi.
After lunch, we will visit Pearl factory and enjoy Hutong tour by rickshaw with a home visit. Old fashioned rickshaws will be waiting to take you on tour through the 700 year old narrow streets, visiting Hutongs, the old quadrangles. You will also visit a home of a local resident to experience the daily life of the ordinary Chinese citizen.
Enjoy your free night.

Day 5 - Depart Beijing (B/-/-)
Transfer to airport.

LAND ONLY PRICE FROM $602 pp* twin share $235* single supplement
* high season departure dates may vary in price
Extension rate available upon the request.

Cost includes:
- 4 nights accommodation with buffet breakfast at Beijing International Hotel/Similar;
- Tours with meals as listed.
- Professional English speaking tour guide service

Cost excludes:
- Optional tours, personal expenses & gratuities to guide, driver & porters.
- Suggested tipping amount per person per day: RMB 30-50 for the guide & RMB 20-30 for the driver.
- $75 per person booking fee.
- International return airfare
- Chinese visa

WE STRONGLY RECOMMEND YOU TAKE OUT TRAVEL INSURANCE DUE TO ANY UNEXPECTED CANCELLATION.

PAYMENT TERMS:
Pay by credit card will incur 2% surcharge for Visa and MasterCard, 3.5% for American Express and Diners card.
You can also direct deposit into our account by ring up for accounts detail.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION – TERM AND CONDITIONS

PAYMENTS:
A non refundable deposit of 20% of the tour value is required within 7 days.
The final balance is due 30 days from the date of booking.

AMENDMENTS
A fee of $50 per person will be charged once deposit has been made for any alternations. An amendment constitutes a change to any existing booking and not a transfer to another tour wherein cancellation apply.

EXTENSION
Any additional extension before booking is free of charge. Once deposit has been made, a $50 per person extension fee will be charged.

CANCELLATION
If a booking is cancelled after deposit is paid, the deposit will be forfeited.
If a booking is cancelled once final payment has been made, the following will apply:
90 days or more, lose of deposit.
89 days-60 days, 50% of total booking
59 days or less, 100% cancellation fee.
*After full payment, no refund on any local domestic airfare.